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Abstract

N4L technology

Current efforts

Within the Genomes-to-Life Roadmap, the DOE states that a significant
barrier to effective communication in the life sciences is a lack of
standardized semantics that accurately describe data objects and
persistently express knowledge change over time. As research methods and
biological concepts evolve, certainty about correct interpretation of prior
data and published results decreases because both become overloaded
with synonymous and polysemous terms. Ambiguity in rapidly evolving
terminology is a common and chronic problem in science and technology.
N4L is a novel technology designed to solve this problem.

Prokaryotic nomenclature represents an important opportunity to learn how
we might best solve the problem of persistently expressing knowledge
about biological systems that are described and defined by dynamic
terminologies or names. It is a rich and complex vocabulary with numerous
event types, yet is also tractable in size, is rules-based, and is carefully
maintained. It is also a problem of importance to the Genomes-to-Life
program because of the significant investment by the DOE in understanding
Bacteria and Archaea at the systems level.

Many curation steps are suitable for automation, but integrating them with
manual steps is non-trivial, as curator assistance could be required at any
part for the process. If these deviations from normal procedure are not well
documented, they could call the quality of the data into question.

The core of N4L consists of a data model, an XML schema, and an expertly
managed vocabulary coupled with Digital Object Identifiers (DOI®; a class
of persistent identifiers based on the Handle System®) to form a transparent
semantic resolution service that disambiguates terminologies, makes them
actionable, and presents them to end-users in the correct temporal context.
A single N4L-DOI provides direct access to information about a name, a
taxonomic concept, the organism (at the species or subspecies level) and
associated web services. The N4L service is intended to provide end-users
of biological nomenclatures or other dynamic terminologies with the
appropriate information, in the correct temporal and taxonomic context,
on demand. The same service can also be used by database owners,
publishers, or other information providers to semantically enable their
offerings, making them readily discoverable, even when the definition of a
name or term has changed.

Background
Understanding the correct meaning of a biological name, in the appropriate
context, is important. It is not, however, a trivial task, and the number of
individuals with expertise in biological nomenclature is limited. Such
knowledge can, however, be accurately modeled and delivered through a
networked semantic resolution service that provides end-users of biological
nomenclatures or other dynamic terminologies with the appropriate
information, in proper context, on demand. Such a service can also be used
by database owners, publishers, or other information providers to
semantically enable their offerings, making them more readily discoverable,
even when the definition of a name or term has changed.
The figure below shows the cumulative growth in the number of validly
published names since 1980. At the beginning of 1Q 2009, there were
11,940 validly published names (subspecies through classes) and 1453 synonyms for which there were publicly available type strains. The rate at
which new validly published names appear in the literature plateaued in
2008, at 3.8 names/day (including taxonomic rearrangements and emendations). GenBank began cataloging taxonomic information for sequences
derived from Bacteria and Archaea in 1993, and introduced the practice of
tagging data with trivial or invalid names. By 2000, the number of invalid
names associated with GenBank records exceeded the number of validly
published names. At present, invalidly published names outnumber validly
puiblished named (1.2:1). For both tracking and identification purposes, this
adds significantly to the burden of those who must rely on this information
for various purposes by adding an additional 4.5 names/day, none of which
are governed by any rules or principles for assignment, usage, or
uniqueness.
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A looming problem
The adoption of DNA sequencing as the preferred method of rapidly
characterizing Bacteria and Archaea has tremendously accelerated during
the past five years, with the expected consequences. At present, the rate at
which “named” sequences are added to the GenBank taxonomy exceeds
the rate at which validly published names appear in the taxonomic record
by a factor of approximately 35. This confounds the retrieval of related
information from various databases and the scientific, technical and
medical literature as many of these invalidly named species can not be
readily tracked over time, nor can relationships be inferred to those
species for which at least one genome sequence is available. This
disconnect between the knowledge contained in the literature and the
accumulated genomic data is likely to grow as faster and cheaper
sequencing methods come into the market place.
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Web-based tools have been developed to facilitate data entry and
retrieval by NamesforLife curators. Some fields, such as the authority
string are automatically populated based on the published rules of
prokaryotic nomenclature (ICPN). There are several ways to query for
information, including by name, and by accession number, and there is
a citation matcher to find references currently in the database.
The curatorial tools connect to the database through a set of data
validators to help curtail certain data entry errors such as ensuring
exemplars are only connected to species/subspecies entities and
correctly modeling various classes of taxonomic anomalies such as
orthographic corrections, judicial opinions and automatically created
coordinate subspecies under Rule 40d. As of February 1, 2009, the
database held records on 11,407 named bacterial and archaeal taxa
(8732 species, 491 subspecies, 2184 higher taxa), along with 7747
records identifying verified specimen holdings in biological resource
centers and links to 7365 references in which the related taxonomic
and nomenclatural acts were effectively and validly published.
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The target audience of N4L services is the broad scientific community and
others who may need to know the precise meaning of biological names or
other terms, in correct temporal context as they are encountered in other
digital content (scientific or technical literature, regulatory literature,
databases, etc). The dynamic, yet asynchronous nature of biological
nomenclature and similar terminology poses a significant burden on
information providers, as they must either invest in constantly maintaining
their offerings to keep current or shift that burden to their end-users. If the
former, the costs can be significant, and, in the absence of a means to
synchronize updates across an entire domain of knowledge, end users are
still confronted with apparent discrepancies across data sources and
content providers. If the burden is shifted to end-users, they must then
locate alternative information sources, typically hosted through a web
portal, that must be queried separately. This makes utilization of content
cumbersome and can lead to considerable ambiguity.
The NamesforLife approach is to semantically enable content in a manner
that is transparent to end-users at two points in the value chain: at the
source (the data provider or publisher) and at the client side (the end-user).
In either case, the end-user experience is the same. At each occurrence of
a validly published bacterial or archaeal name, they can have access to
precise authoritative information by simply clicking on the name. Tools to
enable publishers’ content at the pre-publishing stage that embed persistent
N4L identifiers in inline text ensures that their readers will always have
access to the correct meaning of the name (as well as additional
information), even if the name has changed since publication. Our webbased client supports semantic enablement of other digital content, onethe-fly, providing similar seamless access to NamesforLife content at each
point where a validly published name occurs. This provides the reader
with direct access to a wealth of information to aid in the interpretation of
each enabled article as is shown in the figures to the right.
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When a name event occurs, the business process is triggered and flows
through the automated steps until an exception is raised, indicating that
curator assistance is needed. This could potentially show up as a task in a
curation tool, or on a list of names that require attention. The manual step is
then performed (shown as a message being passed from the curator back
into the service; or if preferred, the curator is modeled as a service with the
curation tool as his/her API) and the process continues from that point.
Using a BPEL engine, it is possible to replay the entire series of events that
led to a name requiring curator discretion. The model can start out in a
fairly basic form that is gradually tuned to the nature of the data by
improving individual automated steps and adjusting the process as needed.
The goal is to minimize the number of unhandled process exceptions that
require curator assistance, while maintaining the overall quality of the
curation process.
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In order to maintain quality assurance, these steps need to be managed as a
single, integrated workflow. One approach that we are taking to solve this
problem is to break down the data curation process into tasks that are
suitable for modeling in Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). The
goal is to have a self-documenting workflow that is adhered to by both the
automated tasks and the curators.
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